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The presented doctoral thesis is dedicated to the experimental study of magnetic properties of 
isostructural intermetallic compounds RFexAl12-x (R = lanthanide) crystallizing in the tetragonal 
structure of the ThMn12 type, where the manganese positions (8f, 8j and 8i) are occupied by either Fe 
or Al ion. The topic of the thesis represents a highy attractive issue of study of materials with high 
application potential. Author presents a detailed study of two sub-systems, first the LuFexAl12-x system 
where x  <4,6>, second the RFe5Al7 system (for R = Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er a Tm). 

The work is formally divided into six chapters, including introduction and particular 
conclusions. The bibliography of the work contains 142 references. 

After a brief introduction, where the author states his motivation for the study of these systems, 
the author summarizes the first chapter of the theoretical comparison of localized and itinerant 
magnetism and exchange interaction. He also shows the influence of magneto-crystalline anisotropy, 
phase transformations and elastic properties of the magnetic state of localized and itinerant systems. 
Then follows a description of the current state of the problem, where the author examines in detail the 
crystal structure of the studied systems, exchange interactions and types of magnetic ordering. 

In the third chapter the author gives a description of experimental methods, i.e. preparation and 
characterization of samples, details of magnetic measurements in static and pulsed magnetic fields, 
ultrasonic measurements of the elastic properties and the heat capacity studies. 

The essential part of the work is presented in chapters 4 and 5. First, in chapter 4, the author 
presents the experimental results on the LuFexAl12-x system for x = 4; 4.5; 5; 5.5 a 6. Here the author 
shows the detailed study of the influence of the growing concentration of iron on the type of magnetic 
orderning and on the anisotropic properties of the system. The growing content of iron leads to the 
change of the crystalline-lattice parameters (change of the volume of the unit cell) and to the 
development of the spotaneus magnetic moment due to strengthening of the interaction within the iron 
sublattice. An important contribution of the work is in the well-documented development of magnetic 
ordering from antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic with increasing iron concentration. Related to this, I 
would like to ask – with respect to the conclusion No. 6 (page 67) if the author has observed 
preferential occupation of different crystallographic positions of the atoms of iron and aluminum (e.g. 
within the 8j sites), or even the formation of superstructure. 

Chapter 5 is then dedicated to the fixed Fe-Al stoichiometry ratio, 5:7, while changing the rare-
earth ion within the heavy lanthanide elements, i.e. RFe5Al7 system (for R = Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er a Tm). 

Within this series, the most detailed attention is given to the DyFe5Al7 compound. In spite of 
this, there are still several open questions and the detailed microscopic study on this single crystal is 
highly desirable. Similar open questions can be found also in case of other studied R ions, namely the 
nature of the anisotropy within the basal plane. On the other hand, the author has clearly documented 
the competition of rare earth and Fe-Al sublattices. Concerning the Fe-Al sublattice, was the exact 
stoichiometry ratio checked on the prepared crystals? 

It has to be clearly stated, that the thesis of Denis Gorbunov contains an enormous amount of 
experimental data, showing the importance of the detailed experimental study of these types of 
materials with high application potential. In such quantity of data, some minor misprints or mistakes 
are understandable and I will not mention them. The thesis clearly shows, that Ing. Denis Gorbunov 



fulfils all required conditions, namely the ability of the independent scientific work, exploitation of 
available experimental equipment and the critical analysis of results and their interpretation. 

I recommend the acceptance of this thesis and I believe that after successful defense the author 
will be awarded by the PhD title. 
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